TRANSFORMING THE ENTERPRISE

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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Today, enterprises are struggling with business transformation. Customers
seek deeper engagement. Regulators constantly introduce new rules.
Shareholders remain ﬁxated on the bottom line. Employees want better
resources, scalable tools and improved insights to drive strategic change.
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RAGE AI™ is a no-code fully model driven platform built with the goal of bridging the
gap between your business transformation idea and its realization by automating
knowledge work, intuitively and rapidly.
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RAGE AI™ incorporates deep
linguistic parsing and
proprietary linguisticsbased innovations to
understand the real meaning
of documents and interpret
them as a human would.
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The platform enables you to stay focused on solving your business problem without
getting mired in incomprehensible technology details. Intelligent technologies that
can perform knowledge work are expected to have a potential economic impact by
2025 of $5.2 trillion to $6.7 trillion.1 And additional labor productivity could equal the
output of 110 million to 140 million full-time workers.2
In fact, if the technologies that intelligently automate knowledge work and “understand” natural language were to reach the median level of human performance, it
would redeﬁne the way knowledge work is done in more radical ways than anything
we have ever seen before.
RAGE AI™ incorporates deep linguistic parsing and proprietary linguistics-based
innovations to understand the real meaning of documents and interpret them as a
human would. With its traceable, deep learning technology, RAGE AI™ signiﬁcantly
extends the frontier of deep learning and machine intelligence from "natural
language processing" to "natural language understanding.”
In just 30 to 90 days, you can be wielding the power of RAGE AI™. Many of the world’s
leading companies trust RAGE Frameworks to gain a competitive edge faster than
ever before.
RAGE Frameworks Artiﬁcial Intelligence makes your impossible, possible.
1. “‘The Disruptive Dozen': 12 Technologies with the Greatest Economic Impact”, ZDNet.com
2. “Disruptive technologies: Advances that will transform life, business, and the global economy ”, McKinsey Global Institute
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